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GNS 1.2 TD
43 mm, Damascene Titanium

EVER-CHANGING HOURS AND HUES
After inventing a new way of telling time, without dials or hands, GENUS
introduces a timepiece in Damascene Titanium. It is a rare material in
Haute Horlogerie.
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Wh at time is it ? It’s 8h 08

An ancient technique that involves a savoir-faire as challenging as it is
subtle. It is called Mokume-gane in Japan, where the method has been
used for making katana sword blades since the 17th century.
In the heart of the forge, the hammering and folding of layer upon layer of

GNS1.2 TD

titanium is a craft reserved for the best. Three times as hard as steel,
titanium is also wrought at much higher temperatures, between 1200 and
1400 degrees Celsius.
The hues obtained through blueing-by-hand over an open flame are
unique to each watch. The buyer is welcome to attend this finishing stage
and choose the intensity of the colour effects.

Th e G NS1 .2 T D t ime piece , t h e G EN US i n n ova t i o n fo r 2 0 2 0 .
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EVER-CHANGING HOURS AND HUES

A DAMASCENE MOMENT

After introducing a new way of looking at and telling time with orbital hours and
minutes, which garnered the Mechanical Exception Prize at the most recent Grand
Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève (GPHG), GENUS explores the world of metal artisanship.
The GENUS GNS1.2 TD is carved from a block of Damascene Titanium, the work of
expert metalsmithing. Thus, the complex representation of time in flux belonging to
GENUS finds itself echoed by the moiré, undulating, changing appearance where
colour nuances make each piece unique by the very nature of this craft. A fusion
of ancestral technique and modern material, an association between creator and
wearer – GENUS takes an approach to watchmaking that truly defies the conventional.

In 2020, GENUS re-imagines the GNS by incorporating it in a new metal case. After white gold

Thinking differently, combining creativity as

Mechanical Exception Prize at the Grand Prix

well as singularity, leaving the beaten track,

d’Horlogerie de Genève (GPHG) in 2019.

inventing instead of replicating, stretching the

case, hence the name GNS1.2 TD (Titane Damassé). Applying the Damascus smithing technique
to titanium requires a rare savoir-faire. In fact, the skill is listed in the Inventory of Intangible
Cultural Heritage in France. It is craftsmanship elevated to art, true artisanship, the domain of
only the best metalsmiths. In Japan it is called Mokume-gane, where it has been used to forge
katana sword blades since the early 17th century.

Twelve satellites, one for each hour. They

ingenious whilst ensuring precision, reliability,

make a complete revolution along the peri-

legibility and wearability: In 2019, GENUS

phery of the movement, at the crystal’s edge,

opened the first chapter of its story with two

once every twelve hours. The fixed white

remarkable timepieces, the GNS1.2 WG and

arrow on the left, in front of which the satel-

the GNS1.2 RG. Ten years of research, two in-

lites scroll, points to the current hour. To re-

ventions and three years of development went

main in the reading direction, the satellites re-

into this watch. Two patents lay down the basic
principles of the two innovative mechanisms

orient themselves and pivot 90 degrees every

that underpin this free-flowing time display.

3 hours, i.e. four times. The hour numbers –
moulded in SuperLuminova™ and affixed to the

One in rose gold, the other in white gold, both

Fo ld s within fold s upon fo ld s…

revolving time-indicating satellites – are the

measuring 43 mm in diameter and 13.1 mm

result of meticulous development and design.

thick, featuring the calibre 160W-1.2 or
160R-1.2, a new movement consisting of 418

Since the launch last year, the months have passed

components, entirely created and manufac-

each other at a breath-taking pace, and nothing

tured by GENUS in their Geneva workshop.

is the same anymore for the small, independent

It is a movement characterised first and fore-

GENUS team – in much the same way that a

most by its novel complication for indicating

GENUS watch is unlike any other existing timepiece.

time. No dial, no hands. GENUS quite simply

The art of damascening consists of forging sheets of metal layer by layer. After having been
hammered, each sheet is folded back upon itself, and the operation is repeated as many times as
necessary – one might say like preparing the laminated dough used for puff pastry. This homogeneous ‘stacking’ of homogeneous layers, each one annealed between each fold, gives the material
an entirely new, very particular aspect. Each incision, each bevel into the edge of the damascened metal reveals the strata, the shapes, the undulations, the unique character of each layer.

A sentiment rendered even more concrete by

invented an unprecedented way of telling time
– the mechanism as dramatic performance.

the fact that in 2020, GENUS is presenting a

The innovation behind this display complica-

unheard of in watchmaking: damascene titanium.

gined, technically, in a completely new and

It is a new chapter in the GENUS story, in

daring way. A new stone humbly brought to

more ways than one. The presentation of the

the edifice of Swiss horological heritage by

new watch is also the occasion for announcing

the man who invented it, the Master watch-

the digital certification of all its timepieces, an

maker Sébastien Billières. An approach first

effective and modern means of combating coun-

rewarded by the recognition of his peers by

terfeiting and guaranteeing authenticity for the

the attribution of the prestigious and coveted

owner of the timepiece throughout its lifetime.
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GNS1.2 TD

new version of the GNS1.2 in a material virtually

tion and its underlying mechanism was ima-

GNS1.2 TD

and rose gold, GENUS ventures into new territory for watchmaking with a damascened titanium

Th e bloc k of t ita niu m, ma d e of la ye rs t h a t h a ve b ee n fo l d e d a n d fo l d e d a ga i n ,
is h e a te d to a te mpe rat u re b et wee n 1 2 0 0 ° C a n d 1 4 0 0 ° C .
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Th e f ina l blu e ing s ta ge ta ke s pla ce a t t h e
G E NU S wor k s h op in Ge neva . Th e f u t u re
owne r ma y, if h e wis h e s , a t te nd a nd
c h oos e t h e inte ns it y of t h e blu e tone s .

Bespoke co lo urs and contrasts
Each part of the GNS1.2 TD’s casing is cut at an angle to achieve
a different, unique appearance. GENUS then works to coordinate the different parts that make up a watch. Here, the intimate
relationship between GENUS and the wearer again comes
into play. Indeed, the future owner is invited to attend the

… a n d va ri ati o n s th ereof

‘Damascene revelation’ by open flame at the GENUS workshop in
Geneva and will be able to intervene directly in the colouring

The difficult work, at the heart of the forge’s embers, of fol-

as well as decide on a particular surface finish: matte, satin or

ding and layering is usually done with iron or steel for katana

polished. Only the owner shall be privy to the secrets of the

blades. Although 40% lighter, titanium is three times harder

manufacturing process and the artisans’ skills.

and can be forged at temperatures 300 degrees higher than
for conventional watchmaking steel. This makes the method,
which remains largely manual, quite laborious, and complex.
In addition, to further enrich the appearance of this basic material, GENUS works with layers of various titanium alloys, each
of which exhibits a different tint and reaction to heat. The
colourful effect is rendered even more visually arresting by the
final heat treatment that determines the general tone of the
metal block, along with its subtle differences in tints and hues.

GENUS wo rk s w ith layers of d ifferent titaniu m a lloys ,
each w h ich exh ibits a d ifferent tint an d reaction to h e a t .
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5 0 hours of power reserve

A MOVEMENT PRESERVED

The architecture of the movement is indicative of the genetics of the GENUS project. The intrinsic principles of freedom,
flexibility and future evolution are based on its separation in two parts. The base, which can be described as the foundation of the movement, groups the essential functions, including a single barrel. It ensures a 50-hour power reserve, which is

At the core of the GNS1.2 TD, the same heart, the same brain as in the
GNS1.2 WG – the 18K gold in-house calibre that was awarded the Mechanical
Exception Prize at the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève (GPHG) in 2019.

Creativity,

innovation,

singularity

being

For

instance,

the

orientation

of

‘genera’ – the hallmark free-moving ele-

160W-1.2 forms the natural foundation of

ments that flow in a pattern to indicate the

this authentic, genuine, and sincere watch-

tens-of-minutes – can now be personalised.

making approach. Particularly attentive to

They

its customers, and always receptive to their

depending on the wearer’s aesthetic prefe-

wishes and preferences, GENUS has made

rence for the watch. This option can provide a

several

more comfortable legibility for some owners.

adjustments

to

its

masterpiece.

be

set

straight

or

tion modules for managing the display of hours, and tens, and units of minutes.

the

the intrinsic values of GENUS, the calibre

can

considerable in view of the complexity of the calibre and the moving elements. On top of this are built the individual complica-

inclined,

Exc lusivity at heart
All the components of the calibres 160W-1.2 have been designed and hand-worked by the watchmaker in accordance with
the requirements and tenants of Haute Horlogerie. The main plate and bridges are made of 18K gold obtained through an
GENUS offers the choice to the future owner to subtly personalize the orientation of the “genera”, these famous small mobile and free elements that indicate the tens of minutes. Straight or inclined, depending on his
preference when he orders the timepiece.

ecologically and socially responsible supply chain, certified by the RJC (Responsible Jewellery Council). Another advantage:
Gold has an anti-magnetic property and is therefore largely protected from the harmful influence of magnetic fields. Finally, gold
lends itself extremely well to the finest finishing techniques.

In addition, GENUS adjusted the curvature of the sapphire crystal which eliminated the
perceived ridges on the upper perimeter. This mitigates any visual distortion of the hour indices,

GNS1.2 TD

thereby improving clarity of the timekeeping mechanism.

Two patents pended:
- one, for the rotational d rivin g mech an ism o n an axis th at is perpen d icu lar to th e main d is pla y pla ne .
- t h e ot h e r fo r t h e te n s - of- m i n u te s d i s p l a y, a n d s p e c i f i c a l l y fo r t h e a s s e m b l y of f re e - m ov i n g e l e m e nt s to
travel on an ax is that is perpen d icu lar to th e main d isplay plan e.
Together, they al l ow th e gen era (free elements) to prog ress in a fig u re 8 alo n g th e o rbital tra ns fe r pa t h
around two distinc t fo ci.
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Th e met ic u lou s c ra f t s ma ns h ip of Ma s te r wa tc h ma ke r Sé ba s t ie n Bi l l i è re s i n h i s a te l i e r i n Ge n eva .
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Te ch n ica l ch al l en ges

Digital passport

Behind the signature time display of GENUS is a succession of challenges that took ten years of gestation and three years of

To offer owners the GENUS guarantee of

– the Arianee protocol allows GENUS not only

development. The two main inventions that distinguish the GNS timekeeping mechanism have patents pending: the rotat-

their timepiece’s authenticity and traceability

to free itself from paper-based authentica-

ing and peripheral display of the hour satellites, and the passage of the ‘genera’ from one analemma orbit to the other.

throughout its life, GENUS has joined forces

tion (which can be counterfeited) of its time-

Coupling the ‘genera’ to the foci counter-rotating minute wheels was a major test. On the one hand, the “genera” must be held

with the Arianee Project. It is an indepen-

pieces, but above all guarantees its customers

in place; on the other, they must be able to move freely from one-minute wheel orbit to the other, flowing in the figure eight

dent consortium whose mission is to esta-

a traceability of their watch throughout their

of an analemma. An undertaking made all the more challenging by the fact that the changeover between the upper and lower

blish a global standard for the digital certi-

life, even if the ownership changes over time.

orbits must take place with twelve ‘genera’ in a row, all without damaging or wearing the blued finishes of the minute wheels.

fication of valuables. Based on blockchain

Consider the toothed wheel guiding the hour markers - one of the largest there is - with its teeth located on its inner edge. This

technology,

open

Thus, GENUS timepieces benefit from a uni-

large wheel must be perfectly flat – even after it has been precisely cut by electro-erosion wire, and hand-finished. Finally, an

source protocol offers a set of new servi-

que and forgery-proof digital identity, a ‘Digi-

unrelenting, meticulous focus on reducing friction to a minimum to maximise power generation and energy distribution is under-

ces for the watch owner, which are directly

tal Passport’ if you will, accompanied by a

taken to ensure running time that is compatible with current standards whilst feeding a complex mechanical timekeeping system.

accessible from the Certificate of Authenti-

photo of the acquired timepiece with its in-

city delivered with each GENUS watch. The

dividual serial numbers (not just a catalogue

Clients accustomed to Fine conceptual watches, who may have been scalded by past projects, probe the reliability of their move-

specifics of each timepiece, and in particular

photo), which opens up a new channel of com-

ments with assiduousness. The integrity of GENUS, of its founders, is the best guarantee of its merit. Their combined experience as

for bespoke orders, the sale and/or trans-

munication – permanent, secure and anony-

visionaries and entrepreneurs, creators and perfectionist risk-takers has established at the very heart of GENUS’ watchmaking

mission to a new owner, the service book,

mous – between the brand and the owner of

culture, an innate drive to produce innovative watches that are different and reliable for many years to come.

proof

the timepiece.

of

the

decentralized

ownership/declaration

and

of

theft

A lo ng-term com m itm ent

V isib le b ea u ty
The surface finishing treatments of the 418 components of the calibre 160W-1.2 are at the heart of GENUS’ approach to watchmaking. Each and every tiny part has been worked and re-worked with the most meticulous care and in strict compliance with the
requirements and standards of Haute Horlogerie. The escapement bridge is mirror-polished, as are the two beautiful arrow indicators
that show the hours (at 9 o’clock) and minute units (at 3 o’clock), to name just a few of the many other components finished in this
manner. The plate and the three bridges are micro-beaded, creating a matte effect that allows the glossy finishes to stand out against
a contrasting background. All their edges have been bevelled and polished. The visually arresting effect is further enhanced by their
shape with curves that vibrantly reflect any play of light.
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Ea c h co m p o n e nt i s f inished
by h a n d i n a cco rd a n ce with
Ge n eva’s Ha u te Ho r l ogerie
watc h m a k i n g t ra d i t i on.

From the inkling of an idea for an original compli-

This second chapter of the GENUS story

cation, from the drawing of a mechanism to the

opens with passion. A passion that pays ho-

marvel of its functioning, GENUS meticulously,

mage to the Art of Watchmaking associated

patiently, determinedly met each challenge and

with the ancestral Art of Metalsmithing. It has

overcame each obstacle with uncompromising

shone a new light on ancient savoir-faire by

daily discipline and long-term perspective. A

propelling it into this age with a special ma-

thoughtful evolutionary process that may well

terial, damascene titanium. This perfectly

represent the greatest amount of work and ef-

embodies the spirit that has driven GENUS

fort in the making of a timepiece. From the out-

since the first day: To be part of the great

set, GENUS is an authentic expression of watch-

Geneva watchmaking tradition, to cultivate

making, true to its own principles – one of which

this heritage of ingenuity, ancestral skills,

is to place the quality of the timepiece at the

the perfection of the ‘helping hand’, which

very centre of the challenge to assure its value.

together, delight the discerning connoisseur.
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A REMARKABLY
FIRST YEAR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Description

Since officially launching GENUS in June 2019, the brand’s
co-founders, Sébastien Billières and Catherine Henry, had an extremely busy year. It began at a frantic pace with the registration
of their masterpiece as an entry in the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie
de Genève (GPHG) competition. This prestigious event served

Collection 		

GNS1

Watchname		

GNS1.2

Material		

TD (Titane Damassé – Damascene Titanium)

Watch reference		

GNS1.2 TD

Case

both as a launch pad and a media sounding board for GENUS. In
September, the GNS 1.2 WG was shortlisted by the GPHG jury,

Material		

Damascene Titanium

Diameter		

43 mm

Thickness		

13.3 mm

Watchmaking complications.

Crown			

Damascene titanium, G-E-N-U-S letters in relief around

Cath erin e Hen ry an d Sébastien Billières, co -fo u n d ers of G E NU S,
receive th e prestig io u s Mech an ical Exceptio n Prize at th e GP HG 2 0 1 9 .

Crystal 			

Domed sapphire crystal with antireflective coating

Case back		

Damascene titanium, screw-secured, sapphire crystal with

and in November 2019 it won the Mechanical Exception Prize.
In this extremely prestigious and intensely competitive category,
GENUS stood out among great, well-established names in Fine

			its circumference

			antireflective coating
Water resistance

30 meters (3 ATM)

Movement
Winding		 Manual

Wo r l d t o u r

Calibre reference

160W-1.2

Diameter 		

38 mm

Height			7.7 mm
Components 		

In September 2019, GENUS had embarked on a world tour

418

Rubies 			26

to showcase its concept, its founders and its products.
From Australia to Mexico and across most of Asia, GENUS
made itself known to a select audience of connoisseurs,
collectors, and enlightened aficionados as well as the most

Frequency 		

2.5 Hz or 18’000 vibrations per hour

Power reserve		

About 50 hours

Regulating organ

Escapement with a Swiss anchor, hairspring, variable

			inertia balance wheel

prestigious resellers in each country.

Time display complication
Hours 			

Retail representation

12 satellites/peripheral and axial rotation indexes

			(patent pending)
Tens-of-minutes

12 free-moving components circulate between 2 counter

GENUS was also invited to participate in the launch of the

			rotating wheels (patent pending)

Bucherer Gallery in Geneva, a haven of conviviality and hos-

Units of minutes

Cut-away disc

pitality established by this major watch retailer. GENUS then

Numbers & indexes

With SuperLuminova™

accepted the invitation to participate in Dubai Watch Week, where

GNS1.2 TD

the brand was asked to develop and hold daily Master Classes.
A few months later, the brand made its debut at the flagship boutique of Ahmed Seddiqi & Sons in the Dubai Mall,
cementing the confidence of the leader in watch distribution in the Middle East. Recently, in Switzerland, the
brand joined the highly sophisticated watchmaking selection showcased by famed retailer Les Ambassadeurs in their
boutique on the exclusive Rue du Rhône in Geneva, the city
where the story of GENUS began.
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Strap & Buckle
Leather			

Calf leather, folded edge and hand-stitched, navy blue

			(Alligator upon request)
Buckle 			

Pin buckle in damascene titanium with the GENUS logo

Clasp			

Fold-over clasp available upon request

Suggested retail price
145’000.- C H F VAT
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Co ntac t
GENUS
GE WATCHES SA
Rue du Rhône 114
1204 GENEVE
contact@genuswatches.swiss

GNS1.2 TD

Catherine HENRY
catherine.henry@genuswatches.swiss

www.genuswatches.swiss

Sal es an d dis t r ib u t io n
Pamela CLOUTIER
pamela.cloutier@genuswatches.swiss

